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显，喷射角度为 39°和 99°的压力峰值比为 1.62。对于 39°到 159°的 8 个不同燃料

































This thesis aims at Hyshot scramjet experiment of Australia, it 
imitates numerical value of two dimensions and three dimensions from 
three work condition respectively, which is cold flow, fuel-on without 
combustion and combustion. It aims at observe shock structure and 
shock-induced-combustion during the combustion progress in Hyshot 
scramjet. The thesis also tried different methods to increase combustion 
efficiency and net thrust of scramjet, in order to provide a reference for 
design and experiment of scramjet. On the basis of grid sensitivity, 
checking the veracity of different turbulence models imitate flow field of 
scramjet, analyzing what inlet turbulence intensity change influence 
turbulent parameters in flow field. We find two-dimensional cold flow 
simulation and experimental data fit well, so we make use of 
two-dimensional result analyzes the structure of shock wave/expansion fan 
in detail, study the mechanism of production of radical farming in the 
combustion chamber. Modeling study of three-dimensional fuel-on 
without combustion studied asymmetric effect in the flow field after 
spraying hydrogen. It forms a bow shock because of spraying hydrogen, 
then the bow shock develop and reflect in the flow field and emerge 
compression effect in width of behind flow field. It finds the penetration 
for former flow field is not powerful after hydrogen spraying into engine, 















the action of counter-rotating vortex, hydrogen will divide into two and 
develop step by step in two sides of central plane of ejector. When it sprays 
streamwise in wide-angle, the mixing rate increase obviously, which is at 
3mm under the space from central plane to combustion chamber. The 
biggest mass fraction peak ratio of hydrogen from different spraying angle 
is 1.82. Compare with experiment, which  
shock-induced-combustion change the reflect angle of first shock in 
the combustion chamber, the angle change after second shock in the 
combustion chamber in the three dimensional combustion, so that the 
result of simulation is later than experiment about pressure peak. When the 
spraying angle change, wall pressure distribution change obviously. When 
the spraying angle is 39° and 99°, the pressure peak ratio is 1.62. 
Considering 8 different fuel spraying angle from 39° to 159°, the 
combustion efficiency is highest when the spraying angle is 99°and 
114°,which generate 26.4N net thrust. 
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